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Anisotropic superconductivity mediated by phonons in layered compounds
with weak screening effects
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Anisotropic pairing interactions mediated by phonons are examined in layer systems. It is shown that the
screening effects become weaker when the layer spacing increases. Then the anisotropic components of the
pairing interactions increase with the screening length since the momentum dependence changes. As a result,
various types of anisotropic superconductivity occur depending on the parameter region. For example,p-wave
superconductivity occurs when the short-range part of Coulomb repulsion is strong and the layer spacing is
large. Two kinds of interlayer pairing may occur when the layer spacing is not too large. Although the phonon
contribution to thed-wave pairing interaction is weaker than thep-wave interaction, it increases with the layer
spacing. The relevance of the present results to organic superconductors, high-Tc cuprates, and Sr2RuO4 is
discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The anisotropy of the superconducting order param
and the mechanism of pairing interactions in layered sup
conductors are recent subjects of much interest. In partic
high-Tc cuprate superconductors, organic superconduct
and the Sr2RuO4 compound have been studied by many a
thors.

There is some evidence that the order parameter has
nodes on the Fermi surface in high-Tc cuprates. For example
an experiment and a theory on the Josephson junction g
evidence of a ‘‘d-wave’’ order parameter in a cuprat
superconductor.1,2 Linear temperature dependence of t
penetration depth was observed at low temperatures.3 An ex-
periment of the Josephson junction by Liet al. in
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d suggests that the order parameter inclu
an isotropics-wave component.4

On the other hand, superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 is con-
sidered to be due to spin triplet pairing according to
results of a Knight shift measurement5 and a mSR
experiment.6 Experimental results of the Josephson curr
between Sr2RuO4 ands-wave superconductors do not see
to be settled. Jinet al. observed that the current vanish
along thec axis and discussed that it is of intrinsic origin7

On the contrary, Sumiyamaet al. observed a finite curren
along thec axis.8 In the absence of spin orbit coupling, th
Josephson current betweenp-wave ands-wave supercon-
ductors does not occur, while in the presence of it, it mi
occur but the direction of the current is restricted by thed
vector of the triplet order parameter.7,8 Rice and Sigrist sug-
gested that thep-wave pairing might be due to a paramagn
mechanism in analogy to the superfluid3He.9 Mazin and
Singh examined the same mechanism quantitatively on
basis of first principle calculations,10 while they also sug-
gested from the value ofTc that there is some room for th
electron-phonon coupling in addition to the paramagnon c
tribution. However, it is difficult to prove the mechanism b
a quantitative argument on superconducting transition t
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peratureTc , becauseTc is an extremely sensitive quantity a
a function of the coupling constant. In thep-wave pairing,
the full gap state is theoretically expected,9 but some experi-
mental results seem to indicate line nodes.11–13

In the high-Tc cuprates, pairing interactions of magnet
origin, such as exchange of spin fluctuations and a supe
change interaction between nearest neighbor spins, h
been discussed by many authors because of proximity to
antiferromagnetic phase. However, experimental results
the isotope effect suggest that there are contributions to
superconductivity from phonon-mediated interactions
many high-Tc cuprates.14–20Absolute values of shifts ofTc
are very large (0.2–0.7 K), but isotope effect exponentsa
are small because of the high transition temperature.

Abrikosov proposed a theory based on weak screenin
Coulomb interactions and phonon-mediated pairing inter
tions in which anisotropics-wave order parameter wa
obtained.21 In the presence of on-site Coulomb repulsion,
extremely anisotropics-wave order parameter with node
was obtained.22 Bouvier and Bok also calculated an ord
parameter explicitly, and obtained anisotropics-wave in the
same model.23 Recently, it has been shown thatd-wave su-
perconductivity is reproduced in a similar model with an
ferromagnetic fluctuations.24,25 Shen et al. showed that
electron-phonon coupling plays an important role in pairi
in the cuprate superconductors using angle-resolved ph
emission data.26

On the other hand, Foulkes and Gyorffy proposed that
electron-phonon interactions could give rise to ap-wave
pairing in the presence of short-range Coulom
interactions.27 We proposed in our previous paper28 that trip-
let pairing superconductivity can be induced by phono
mediated interactions in ferromagnetic compounds, wh
singlet pairing is suppressed by the Pauli paramagnetic
fect.

The origin of the anisotropic components of pairing inte
actions mediated by phonons is briefly explained as follo
The screening effect limits electron-ion interactions within
range of the order of the screening length. Since the pai
interactions mediated by phonons are obtained by a sec
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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HIROSHI SHIMAHARA AND MAHITO KOHMOTO PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 174502
order perturbation of the electron-ion interactions, they a
have a range of the same order. For example, the scree
effect is taken into account as vertex corrections within
diagrammatic technique.29 When the screening length in
creases, the interactions are more localized in the momen
space. Hence, the anisotropic components of the interac
increase with the screening length.

In this paper, we examine layered superconductors w
the phonon-mediated pairing interactions, extending it
systems with large layer spacing. The layered structure m
fies the screening length and the pairing interactions sig
cantly. It is shown that anisotropic components of the pair
interactions are large in the layered system. We discuss
possible relevance in the layered superconductors, suc
Sr2RuO4, organics, and cuprates.

We study both the intralayer and interlayer pairings. E
tov and Larkin examined the influence of a magnetic fi
and electron hopping on the properties of the supercond
ors with those interactions.30 Klemm and Liu examined this
subject in detail for high-Tc superconductors.31 We examine
how the coupling constants change when the layer spa
changes qualitatively.

We also study an effect of anisotropy of density of sta
in square lattice systems. Although the effect of the anis
ropy must be most remarkable when the Fermi surfac
near the van Hove singularities, we consider a system
necessarily near the van Hove singularity but a system w
the density of states anisotropy within the layers.

In Sec. II, we define the model of the pairing interactio
mediated by phonons. We derive expressions of the coup
constants for various types of anisotropic superconductiv
In Sec. III, we examine the dependence on the layer spa
of the screening length and the pairing interactions. In S
IV, we consider a situation in which interlayer coupling is
the order of intralayer coupling. In Sec. V, we examine
effect of the anisotropy in the electron dispersion in squ
lattice systems. Section VI is devoted to discussion and s
mary.

II. SCREENING EFFECT AND PAIRING INTERACTIONS

First, we introduce a model of pairing interactions. Ab
kosov examined an effective pairing interaction mediated
phonons of the form

V~q!5gS qs
2

q21qs
2D n

@v~q!#2

~jk2jk1q!22@v~q!#2
, ~1!

with q5uqu and qs5 l s
21 , where l s denotes the screenin

length.21,22A similar form corresponding ton51 is obtained
by taking into account the screening effect in electro
phonon interactions as explained in Ref. 29. If we putn
51 for simplicity andjk2jk1q50 for the electrons near th
Fermi surface in Eq.~1! according to Abrikosov,21 we obtain
a simplified form
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V~q!52
gqs

2

q21qs
2

. ~2!

We define lattice constantsa within the layers andb between
the layers. We take thex and y axes in the direction of the
lattice vectors within the layers, and thez axis perpendicular
to the layers.

Whenb@a, the discrete layered structure in the interlay
direction must be taken into account for shorter wavelen
l;q21;b. Therefore we extend Eq.~2! in the form

V~q!52
gqs

2

uqiu21qs
2

2
g8qs8

2

uqiu21qs8
2
cosqzb ~3!

including interlayer couplingg8 for layer systems, whereqi
is the momentum element in the layers. Here we have tr
cated the interaction at the nearest layers.

The gap equation of superconductivity is written as

D~k!52
1

N (
k8

V~k2k8!W~k8!D~k8!, ~4!

where

W~k8!5
tanh@E~k8!/2T#

2E~k8!
~5!

with E(k)5Aek
21@D(k)#2 andN the number of lattice sites

We put the gap function

D~k!5D i~ki!h~kz!, ~6!

whereki5(kx ,ky) andh(kz) is a normalized function of the
momentum componentkz . From Eq.~3!, the solution of the
gap equation~4! at T5Tc has a form with h(kz)51,
A2 coskzb, or A2 sinkzb. Then Eq.~4! is written as

D i~ki!52
1

Ni
(
ki8

V~ki ,ki8!W~ki8!D i~ki8!, ~7!

where Ni denotes the number of sites in a layer, a
V(ki ,ki8) denotes the averaged pairing interaction defined

V~ki ,ki8![
b2

~2p!2E2p/b

p/b

dkzE
2p/b

p/b

dkz8h~kz!V~k,k8!h~kz8!.

~8!

Here we assume that the dispersion in thez direction can be
neglected inek in the gap equation.

We consider the cylindrically symmetic Fermi surfa
from now on. Hence we putukiu5uki8u5kF in the pairing
interactions Eq.~8! and obtain

V~w2w8![V~ki ,ki8!52
g~a21!

a2cos~w2w8!
, ~9!

with
2-2
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ANISOTROPIC SUPERCONDUCTIVITY MEDIATED BY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 174502
a511
qs

2

2kF
2

, ~10!

for h(kz)51. On the other hand, for the order paramet
with h(kz)5A2 coskzb and h(kz)5A2 sinkzb, the expres-
sion forV(w2w8) is obtained by replacingg anda with g8
anda8511qs8

2/2kF
2 , respectively, in Eq.~9!.

We expand the averaged interactionV(w2w8) as

V~w2w8!5 (
m50

`

Vmnmgm~w2w8!

5 (
m50

`

Vm@gm~w!gm~w8!1ḡm~w!ḡm~w8!#,

~11!

and the gap functionD i(w)5D i(ki) as

D i~w!5 (
m50

`

@Dmgm~w!1D̄mḡm~w!#, ~12!

where

gm~w!5nmcos~mw!,

ḡm~w!5nmsin~mw!, ~13!

with normalization factors

nm5H 1 for m50,

A2 for mÞ0.
~14!

The expansion factorVm is calculated by

Vm5
1

nm
E

0

2p du

2p
gm~u!V~u!. ~15!

It is easy to perform the integration in Eq.~15!. For h(kz)
51, we obtain dimensionless coupling constants

lm5gN~0!Aa21

a11
@a2Aa221#m. ~16!

Then the superconducting transition temperatureTc is ob-
tained by

Tc51.13vDe21/lm, ~17!

with lm52VmN(0) from Eq.~4!, whereN(0) is the density
of states per site of a given spin.

For h(kz)5A2 coskzb andA2 sinkzb we obtain a similar
dimensionless coupling constant as

lm8 5
1

2
g8N~0!Aa821

a811
@a82Aa8221#m ~18!

for nearest-neighbor layer pairings. The expression forTc is
the same as Eq.~17!.

Here, we note that a contribution from the short-ran
part of the Coulomb repulsion must be subtracted froml0
17450
s

e

obtained above. For example, in the tight binding model,
on-site Coulomb energy is estimated by

U5E E d3rd3r 8uw~r !u2
e2

4pe0ur2r 8u
uw~r 8!u2, ~19!

wherew(r ) is the Wannier function. It is obvious that th
energyU is not included in our interaction energy Eq.~3!,
since Eq.~19! depends on the profile of the Wannier fun
tion. Equation~3! describes the behaviors of pairing intera
tions of longer wavelength, while the energyU in Eq. ~19! is
characterized by the local states of electrons on each la
site.

Therefore we must consider the on-site Coulomb rep
sion in addition to the pairing interaction of Eq.~3!. How-
ever, it reduces only the intralayers-wave pairing interaction
but not the other anisotropic pairing interactions because
the symmetry. We define a parameterŨ so that thes-wave
interactionl0 is reduced byũ[ŨN(0). The value of the
parameterŨ is not equal toU, because the retardation an
spin fluctuation effects should be taken into account. We c
sider Ũ as a given parameter without estimating it micr
scopically.

III. DEPENDENCE ON THE LAYER SPACING OF THE
ANISOTROPIC PAIRING INTERACTION

In this section, we calculate anisotropic components
the effective pairing interactions as functions of the lay
spacingb. We concentrate on the case of intralayer pairi
h(kz)51 for a while.

The squared inverse of the screening length is

qs
25

e2

e0
r~m!, ~20!

in Thomas-Fermi approximation, wherer(m) is total density
of states of electrons per unit volume at chemical poten
m. In layer systems, the total density of states per unit v
umer(m) is written in terms of the total density of states p
unit arear i

2D(m) in each layer as

r~m!5r i
2D~m!/b. ~21!

Here it is found that the screening becomes weaker when
layer spacing increases, because the volume density of e
trons which contribute to screening decreases when the l
spacing increases. However, it should be noted that
screening length within a layer changes by the change of
interlayer spacingb, even when the lattice constanta in the
layers is unchanged. Therefore the behavior of the scree
length examined is not derived by a simple scale transfor
tion in terms ofa andb as the length scales.

We define a length scaleb0 as

a511
qs

2

2kF
2

[11
b0

b
, ~22!
2-3
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HIROSHI SHIMAHARA AND MAHITO KOHMOTO PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 174502
from Eqs.~20! and~21!. In a simple case, the length scaleb0
is estimated as follows. Assuming noninteracting tw
dimensional electron gas inr i

(2D)(m), we obtain

b05
a2

pnaH
, ~23!

since r i
(2D)(m)5m/p\2 and kFa5A2pn, where n is the

electron number per site. HereaH denotes Bohr radiusaH
54pe0\2/me250.5292 Å. As an example, ifa;4 Å and
n;1 we haveb0;9.6 Å as a crude estimation. Since th
basic length scaleaH which is independent of the lattic
constantsa andb comes in Eq.~23!, changes not only of the
ratio b/a but also of the absolute values ofa andb give rise
to changes in the qualitative results.

Figure 1 shows the result oflm as a function of the laye
spacingb. It is seen that bothp-wave andd-wave compo-
nents of the pairing interactions increase with the layer sp
ing b. In particular, it is found that thep-wave components
increase rapidly in the region 0,b&b0. As the inset shows
thes-wave componentl0 /gN(0) is equal to 1 in the limit of
b50 and decreases withb. It remains larger than the othe
anisotropic components, but if the additional short-ran
Coulomb energyU is sufficiently large so thatl02ũ,l1 ,
p-wave pairing occurs instead ofs-wave pairing.

Figure 2 is the phase diagram atT50 in theb-Ũ plane. It
is found thatp-wave superconductivity occurs in the regio
where the layer spacingb is larger and the short-range repu
sion expressed byŨ is stronger. We will discuss the realit
of such parameter values in the layered compounds in
last section.

On the other hand, ford-wave superconductivity to occu
some additional contribution tol2 or a negative contribution
to l1 is needed, so thatl2 becomes larger thanl1. We
examine an enhancement ofl2 due to an anisotropy of the
density of states later, and briefly discuss a contribution fr
the antiferromagnetic fluctuations in the last section.

FIG. 1. The dimensionless coupling constantslm as a function
of the layer spacingb. The solid and dashed lines show the resu
for the p wave (m51) and d wave (m52), respectively. In the
inset, the short dashed line shows the result for thes wave (m
50).
17450
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IV. INTERLAYER PAIRING

In this section we consider a situation in which the inte
layer coupling constantg8 is of the same order as the intra
layer coupling constantg. The coupling constants would de
pend on the layer spacingb, but here we regard them a
independent parameters. The conditiong8;g would actually
be satisfied whenb is not too large. Then, we must consid
the gap function of the formD(k)5D i(ki)h(kz) with
h(kz)5A2 coskzb or A2 sinkzb. The expansion ofD i(ki) by
Eq. ~12! holds also in this case.

Figure 3 shows the dimensionless coupling constantslm8 .

A set of parameters,g850.8g, Ũ50.4g, and qs85qs are
taken as an example. Forb/b0&0.6 andb/b0*2.2, intra-
layer pairing~of s-wave andp-wave in each region, respec
tively! is favored. On the other hand, for 0.6&b/b0&2.2,
interlayer pairing withm50 is favored. The gap function
has a form such as

D~k!5D0sinkzb,

D~k!5D0 coskzb. ~24!

The former is an order parameter of triplet pairing, while t
latter is that of singlet pairing. These gap functions ha
horizontal line nodes atkz50,6p/b and atkz56p/2b, re-
spectively, but they are isotropic in the layers. In the abse
of additional pairing interactions, singlet and triplet ord
parameters of Eq.~24! have the same transition temperatu
As Klemm and Liu examined, the horizontal line nodes va
ish for coexistence of singlet and triplet order parameters
this case.31

V. EFFECT OF ANISOTROPY IN THE ELECTRON
DISPERSION

In this section, we consider the square lattice systems
which the electron dispersion depends on the direction of
momentum. We will show that thed-wave coupling constan
l2 is enhanced fordx22y2 symmetry, but not fordxy symme-
try, due to the anisotropy of the density of single-partic

FIG. 2. The phase diagram atT50 in theb-Ũ plane. SC stands
for superconductivity.
2-4
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states. We define an angle-dependent density of st
r(e,w) as a density of single-particle states per unit ene
and unit angle.

In the square lattice system, the angle-dependent den
of states at the Fermi energyr(0,w) can be approximated b

r~0,w!'r01r4 cos~4w!, ~25!

wherew is the angle between a momentump andpx axis. In
addition, we regardkF as being constant, for simplicity.

Figure 4 shows a verification of this simplified model
the square lattice tight binding model with a nearest neigh
hopping energyt at m52t. Although the Fermi surface is
nearly isotropic, the density of statesr(0,w) varies with the
directionw. For example, whenm52t, r0'0.142, andr4
'0.040 are estimated.

Regarding Eq.~25! as an expansion ofr(w,0), we could
extend it into more general forms by adding term
r4n cos(4nw) with n>2. Then the terms ofr4n mix Dm of a
small m with Dm8 of a largem85um64nu. However, since
Vm decreases rapidly withm as seen by Eq.~16!, Dm8

’s of
such largem8 are small. Therefore the higher order terms
the expansion ofr(w,0) can be omitted in practice.

In the gap equation, the anisotropic term proportiona
r4 cos 4w does not affect equations forD̄msinmw. Therefore
we only consider equations forDm . For generalm, we can
write the gap equation atT5Tc as

Dm52lm
(0)ln

2egvD

pTc
FDm1

r4

2r0
H nm

nm14
Dm14

1
nm

num24u
D um24uJ G , ~26!

where we definelm
(0)[Vmr05VmN(0) is the dimensionless

coupling constant for the isotropic case.

FIG. 3. The dimensionless coupling constantslm8 of nearest-
neighbor layer pairing as a function of the layer spacingb. The
thick solid and dashed lines show the results of the interlayer p
ing with m50 andm51, respectively, while the thin dashed an
short dashed lines show the results of intralayer pairingl1 andl0

2ũ, respectively.
17450
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SinceV3 , V4 , V5 , . . . , aremuch smaller thanV0 andV1,
the terms proportional tor4 can be neglected in Eq.~26! for
m50 and 1. Hence,l0 andl1 are not modified byr4. On
the other hand, form52, we cannot omit the term ofD um24u
in Eq. ~26! since um24u52. Neglecting the term ofDm14
5D6 becauseV6!V2, we obtain

D25l2
(0)F11

r4

2r0
G ln2egvD

pTc
D2[l2ln

2egvD

pTc
D2 , ~27!

where we define an effective coupling constantl2[l2
(0)(1

1r4/2r0), which givesTc by Eq. ~17!.
Therefore, it is found thatdx22y2-wave pairing is favored

more thandxy-wave pairing by the enhancement factor
1r4/2r0). The enhancement factor 11r4/2r0 is estimated
to be 1.14 form52t, and 1.22 form520.5t. On the com-
petition with p-wave pairing, those values are not larg
enough to change the sign ofl22l1. Therefore, another
nonphonon contribution seems to be needed ford-wave pair-
ing to occur.

VI. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

We have examined pairing interactions mediated
phonons in the layer systems. The screening of Coulo
interactions becomes weaker when the layer spacingb in-
creases. Then anisotropic components of the pairing inte
tions increase with the layer spacingb since the momentum
dependence of the interactions changes. In particular,p-wave
superconductivity occurs for largeb and strong short-range
Coulomb repulsionŨ, even in the absence of any addition
nonphonon interactions.

It was found that thep-wave coupling constantl1 in-
creases rapidly with the layer spacingb in the regionb
&b0, whereb0 is a length scale defined by Eq.~22!. For the
rapid increase ofl1, the conditionl02ũ,l1 is realized

ir-

FIG. 4. The Fermi surface of a tight binding model with
chemical potentialm52t ~solid line!, and the averaged isotropi
Fermi surface withkF'1.97/a ~short dashed line!. The inset shows
the angle-dependent density of statesr(0,w) at the Fermi energy.
The short dashed line in the inset shows the behavior ofr(0,w)
approximated by Eq.~25! with r050.142t andr450.040t.
2-5
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HIROSHI SHIMAHARA AND MAHITO KOHMOTO PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 174502
more easily in layer systems than in usual three-dimensio
systems, wherel0 denotes thes-wave coupling constant an
2ũ is a negative contribution tos-wave pairing due to the
short-range Coulomb repulsion discussed near Eq.~19!.
Hence triplet pairing superconductivity is favored in layer
compounds.

We have also examined interlayer pairing. In some reg
of the parameter space, for example, 0.6&b/b0&2.2 for the
parameters indicated in Fig. 3, the gap function may h
horizontal line nodes parallel to the layers. In this case,
solutions of singlet pairing and triplet pairing of Eq.~24!
degenerate. The horizontal line nodes vanish for coexiste
of singlet and triplet order parameter.31 If some effect due to
spin fluctuations, ferromagnetic correlations, magnetic fie
or spin-orbit coupling removes this degeneracy, interla
triplet pairing may occur. In this case, the triplet order p
rameter has horizontal line nodes.

In Sr2RuO4 compounds, existence of the line nodes w
supported by some experiments such as temperature de
dences of specific heat and NMR relaxation rate.11 However,
the direction of the line nodes does not seem clear at
present. Line nodes vertical to the layers were indicated
ultrasound attenuation,12 whereas an almost isotropic sta
was indicated by thermal conductivity.13 The isotropic state
can be consistent with the specific heat and NMR exp
ments, if the horizontal line nodes are assumed.

The intralayer triplet pairing is a candidate for the vertic
line nodes. However, we need some additional mechan
for the vertical line nodes to occur, for example, a multiba
effect, because isotropic states such aspx1 ipy have the low-
est free energy in the present isotropic system. A consis
explanation of the experimental results within the pres
theory remains for a future study.

It is found in Figs. 1 and 3 that the coupling constant
the intralayer triplet pairingl1 and that of the interlaye
tripet pairingl0 have a different layer spacingb dependence
The former increases withb, while the latter decreases wit
b. This difference might be useful for discriminating tw
kinds of order parameter experimentally, within the pres
theory.

In order to discuss the reality of the phonon-media
anisotropic superconductivity, we crudely estimate the
rameters for the Sr2RuO4 compound and quasi-one
dimensional organic superconductors from the observed t
sition temperatureTc;1.5 K. We assume triplet pairing
T

g,

.L
.

N.
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here, although for the organics it might be rather controv
sial. The results of the parameter values do not strongly
pend on the direction of the line nodes. Roughly speaki
b*b0 is satisfied in both kinds of compounds. If we assum
vD;1000 K andTc;1.5 K, we havel1;0.151 ~or l08
;0.151). Therefore, we obtaingN(0);1.0 and 0.69, re-
spectively, from Figs. 1 and 3. For such choices of param
values, in order to suppress thes-wave pairing, the on-site
Coulomb repulsion must be larger than;1/2N(0);W/2,
whereW is the bandwidth. Although this estimation is crud
the value;W/2 seems realistic as the order of the mag
tude.

On the other hand, ford-wave superconductivity to occu
in the present model,p-wave ands-wave pairing needs to be
suppressed for some extra reason or some additional co
butions tod-wave pairing. For this problem, we examine
the effect of the anisotropy of the electron dispersion. It w
found that thed-wave coupling constantl2 is enhanced by
the anisotropy fordx22y2 symmetry, while not fordxy sym-
metry andpx , py symmetries. However, the enhanceme
does not seem to be large enough to realize thed-wave su-
perconductivity. This might suggest an existence of a n
phonon contribution to thed-wave pairing interaction in the
cuprates, for example, antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations

However, even if we assume that a nonphonon contri
tion is indispensable for high-Tc , the present theory sugges
that there is a large phonon contribution to thed-wave pair-
ing interactions especially in layer systems for the we
screening. This result is consistent with the observed la
shifts of Tc as absolute values due to the isotope effect.14–20

It was also found that the coupling constantl2 increases
with the layer spacingb. This behavior might be a reaso
why the transition temperature of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d is much
higher than that of La22xSrxCuO4. SinceTc is a sensitive
function of lm , such a slight enhancement ofl2 may in-
creaseTc considerably.
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